An Application of Herbal Cough Medicine Selection Using Electre Method
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Abstract. Nowadays, the development of traditional health services uses increasingly rapid concoctions. The use of herbal medicine as an alternative medicine by the Indonesian is not a new thing. Indonesia is a country that has a variety of plants that can be used as herbal medicines, including the use of herbal medicines for coughing. This study aims to design an application for selecting herbal cough medicines to make it easier for people to choose and recognize medicinal plants suitable for coughing. The algorithm used is Elimination and Choice Expressing Reality (ELECTRE) with the outranking concept using pairwise comparisons of alternatives based on each appropriate criterion. The research design used in building this system is structured UML and Software used by PHP and MySql for database processing. The results of this study are an application that is able to recommend herbs that are appropriate for each web-based cough category where electre will determine the ranking of the best alternatives of several types of herbal medicines according to the category or type of cough.
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1 Introduction

The development of traditional health services using herbs is increasingly rapid, as evidenced by the results of the 2010 Basic Health Research that the percentage of Indonesian population who had consumed herbal medicine was 59.12% found in all age groups, both men and women, in rural and urban areas. Indonesian society has since time immemorial used herbal or traditional medicine as an effort to maintain health, prevent disease and health care [1][2]. As the Prophet said, "God does not bring down disease except He also decreases the antidote". The use of Herbal Medicine as an alternative medicine by the Indonesian people is not new. Included in the use of herbal medicines for coughing. Coughing has several categories, namely coughing up phlegm and dry cough, coughing cold and whooping cough [3][4]. From several categories of cough above, herbal medicine recommendations are needed that are suitable for the type of cough that is experienced. So it is deemed necessary to design a system that helps people to choose and recognize the right herbal cough medicine.

Some of the previous researchers who discussed cough medicine and herbal plants were Haryo.VB (Decision Support System for Deciding Medicinal Plants According to the Type of Disease Using the TOPSIS Method)[5], Ismail.P (Implementation of Analytical Hierarchy Process - TOPSIS and Borda Selection of Medicinal Plants for Cough Disease)[6] and Utami.M (Decision Support System for Choosing Cough Drugs using the Product Weight Method[7]). Based on this study, the authors conducted a research application for herbal cough drug selection using the electre method to facilitate the search for good medicinal plants from several alternative herbal medicinal herbs proposed and can display the value of the results of ranking herbal medicines to be chosen by the community. Because every disease has a cure.
2 Material and Methods

The research method used in making this system consists of data collection processes and system design analysis processes. In collecting data obtained through observation, interviews, and literature. The research design used in this study is UML which is structured designed which consists of the design of use case diagram models, activity diagrams, sequence diagrams, and class diagrams. The software used in building this system is PHP and MySql for database processing while the algorithm used is Elimination And Choice Expressing Reality (Electre) with the concept of outranking using paired comparisons of alternatives based on each appropriate criteria [8][9].

The electre method is included in the multicriteria decision-making analysis method originating in Europe in the 1960s. ELECTRE is an acronym for Elimination Et Choix Traduisant la Realité or in English means Elimination and Choice Expressing Reality. Electre is one of the multicriteria decisions making methods based on outranking concepts using pairwise comparisons of alternatives based on each appropriate criterion. The Electre method is used in conditions where alternatives that are not in accordance with the criteria are eliminated and suitable alternatives can be produced [8][10][11]. Following are the compatibility rating between criteria and assessment indicators used in selecting cough herbal medicines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
<th>INFORMATION</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economy Level (K1)</td>
<td>Expensive Rp. 20.000 – 25.000/100gr</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quite Expensive Rp. 15.000 – 20.000/100gr</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cheap Rp. 10.000 – 15.000/100gr</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very Cheap Rp. 5.000 – 10.000/100gr</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavor (K2)</td>
<td>Bitter</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spicy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acid</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sweet</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aroma (K3)</td>
<td>Very Stinging</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quite Stinging</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sting</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not Stinging</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect (K4)</td>
<td>Ineffective</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less effective</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effective enough</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very effective</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability (K5)</td>
<td>Outside the island</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outside the Makassar area</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family medicinal plants</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Makassar area</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The step in the electre algorithm is the first stage of normalization, the next two stages of weighting are the third stage the criteria are divided into two subsets, namely concordance and discordance. Then the fourth step is done, namely to determine the value of the concordance matrix elements is to add the weights included in the concordance set. To determine the value of the elements in the discordance matrix by dividing the maximum difference in criteria included in the set of discordance sections with the maximum difference in the value of the existing criteria. In the fifth stage an F matrix is formed as a dominant concordance and discordance matrix that can be constructed by comparing each value of the matrix concordance element and discordance with the threshold value. After
the F matrix is formed, then a G matrix is formed as the dominant discordance matrix can be built with the help of a threshold value. At this stage an E matrix is formed as an aggregate dominance matrix, where each element is a multiplication of elements of matrix F with corresponding G matrix elements. The E matrix gives a sequence of choices for each alternative, that is: if ekl = 1 then alternative Ak is a better alternative than A1. So, the lines in matrix E that have the least amount of ekl = 1 can be eliminated. Thus, the best alternative is an alternative that dominates other alternatives.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 System Planning
The process of selecting herbal medicines for coughing requires a system that can help the user in determining herbal remedies for coughing. The system needed is an online-based system and provides information about several alternative herbal remedies for cough accompanied by the criteria for each alternative herbal medicine. Next is the system design using the Unified Modeling Language program to describe the proposed system processes with use case diagrams and class diagrams.

Figure 1. Use Case Diagram
Figure 2. *Class Diagram*

In figure 1 use case diagram explains that there are two actors, namely admin who has login function, managing user data, alternative crop criteria data, and symptom data. While users can access the website, register, log in, choose symptoms, input crop criteria and see plant recommendations that are suitable for the type of cough. Figure 2 Class diagrams describe the static structure of classes in the system. Class diagrams represent something that is handled by the system, namely recommendations for cough herbal medicines handled by the system.

### 3.2 System Design

**a. Input Design**

*Figure 3. Application Input Design*

Figure 3 explains that each user is required to register before logging in to this application and include alternative medicinal plants and symptoms experienced to get an alternative herbal plant that is good for treating cough.

**b. Output Design**

*Figure 4. Application Output Design*

Figure 4 is the appearance of the user's main page and the results of the analysis of plant recommendations using the electre method according to the type of cough. On the page above there is a ranking of each alternative plant, the alternative name of the
value from the calculation results and info in the form of descriptions of plants and methods of processing.

3.3 Implementation

a. Electre Implementation

Implementation of the electre algorithm is used in conditions where alternatives that do not match the criteria are eliminated and suitable alternatives can be produced. In other words, electre is used for cases with many alternatives but only a few criteria are involved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Level</th>
<th>Flavor</th>
<th>Aroma</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Availble</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cheap</td>
<td>Bitter</td>
<td>Quite Stinging</td>
<td>Effective Enough</td>
<td>Outside Island</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Implementation of the Electre Algorithm

Conversion of Environmental Data to Value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Level</th>
<th>Flavor</th>
<th>Aroma</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Availble</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each case the first thing done is normalization, each attribute is converted into a comparable value that produces A matrix R. Then each column of the matrix R is multiplied by the weights determined by the decision maker.

Figure 5. Stage of Implementation of the Electre Algorithm

Figure 5 is a step to determine the value of the concordance matrix elements and the discordance matrix. Then the F matrix is formed as the dominant matrix with a threshold value. At this stage, an E Matrix is formed as aggregate dominance. The E matrix gives a sequence of choices for each alternative.

```php
for ($i=0;$i<count($alternatif);$i++) {
    $jml_nilai_1_rangking[$i] = $jml_nilai_1[$i];
    $alternatif_rangking[$i] = $alternatif[$i];
}

for ($i=0;$i<count($alternatif);$i++) {
    for ($j=$i;$j<count($alternatif);$j++) {
        // Code for calculation goes here
    }
}
```
b. Program Application
In the use of this application the user first creates an account by registering a Full Name Username and Password that will be used.

Figure 6. Alternative Elimination Listing

Figure 7. Display of the Main Menu
Figure 7 is the appearance of the admin main page and user. There is a difference between the appearance of admin and user, there are several menus that are not displayed on the user's main page, namely the alternative menu and the user. After that, log in to enter the application.
Figure 8. Login Menu

Figure 9. Alternative Value Menu of herbal plants

Figure 9 is an alternative value that displays data from each alternative herbal plant that will be analyzed for use in treating cough.

Figure 10. Menu Select Cough Symptoms

In the select symptom menu above displays cough symptoms that will be selected by the user. Then on the symptom menu displays cough symptoms to detect the category of cough before ranking medicinal plants.
4 Conclusion

From the results of trials to determine herbal cough medicines with trials of several plants from 4 categories of coughing the system can provide recommendations for medicinal plants according to the cough symptoms that have been chosen. The test results of the alpha tests that have been carried out indicate that the application built has met the functional requirements. And beta testing that has been done, namely by testing the calculation of the choice of answer categories from the questionnaire that has been distributed can be concluded that the software built is easy to use and has a pretty good appearance. So that the application of the selection of herbal cough medicines makes it easier for people to choose and recognize medicinal plants that are suitable for coughing suffered and how to circumvent herbal medicines.
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